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the musrc [okofiev plays a significant role. Ku, (Z was only a young tad

excerpts from complete recordings of

when he came in contact with this great
Bussian composer at the St. Petersburg
Conservatory. Since then Bussian ballet
music has been a particular favorite of

chestra (London 6865) and Andre Previn/
LSO (Angel 5-37020). These excellent

h

is.

With this recording, Kurtz continues to document his lifelong affinity for
Prokofiev's music in general and the
Romeo and Juliel score in particular.
The nine selections offered are taken
f rom both ballet suites, wh ich the composer arranged from the most significant numbers in this overlong ballet

score. Kurtz includes seven nurnbers

rom t he Second Su ite and two f rom the
First Suite in a sequence undoubtedly of

f

his own choosing.The overall style of

performance reveals K urtz' long fami liar-

ity with the music. Prokofiev's jagged,
jaunty rhythms are rendered with just

the right d/an, never straying into areas
of excessive pomposity or unnecessarily
rushecJ tempi. The opening section, Mon-

tagues and Capulefs (from the Second
Suite, No. 1), containing the familiar strident march music, sets the tone for a
traditional reading which without overptaying the f requent orchestral outbursts
maintains a sense of linear development
throughout. ln Death of Tybalt, with its

extensively descriptive music and fre-

quently stark, Violent rhythms,

the ballet: Lorin Maazel/Cleveland

and warm, with

a

uliet's parting, Second Suito, No. 5 and
his touching performance of Romeo and
J uliet's Grave, Second Suite No. 7). This
reading is never mannered, hard-driven
J

the

biting, incisive aspect of the music, emphasizing Prokofiev's more acrid harmonies and disjointed rhythms. H is tem-

pi are consistently faster, often

ping up a veritable torrent of excitement.
The Cleveland Orchestra's performance
is nothing short of spectacular.
Kurtz'version provides a perfect

in ap-

proach, Kurtz still generates much ex-

citement while also conjuring up an
austere melancholy in the more introspective sections, which are hauntingly
beautiful. One drawback is the uneven
sound quality of the recording. Sections
for full orchestra often sound too veiled
and distant to be completely effective;

the excerpts for lighter forces come
across with greater clarity. All things
considered, this recording is well worth
the budget price.

-

Smoley

PROKOFIEV: Symphony No. 5 in B flat, Op.
1

00.

lsrael Philharmonic Orchestra;

Leonard

Bernstein, conductor.
CBS "Mastersound" (D) lM 35870, $1a.98;
cas. HMT 35877, $14.98.

fne prime interest here is in the performance by one of the best-known inter-

sections (the description of Juliet and
the Masks) to overcome any concern
over overemphasis of the somber ele.
ments of the work.
Of the numerous recordings cur-.
rently available in various arrangements
of selections, only two stand out measureably above the rest, both serving as

speed to ensure maximum fidelity. By
also exercising great care in the quality
control of the pressing process and then
adding an extra poly envelope to protect
the final product, CBS claims a truly
superior product. But the moment of
truth takes place when the stylus enters
the f irst groove and we can sample the

the Minuet from First Suite and

the

cient vitality from the more rollicking

38

master and cutting the disc

at hatf-

American Record Guide

is less than it

- Gaynor

PROTO: Slring Quartet No.
G ina

balance between these interpretive ex-

tremes. Basically conservative

poetic Madrigafi. But Kurtz evokes suf f i-

breaks between sections).
The selections, however, concentrate on the weightier side of the ballet,
omitting much of the lighter music (e.9.,

field, the final result

shou ld be.

whip-

preters of the work and the new "Mastersound" digitally recorded perf ormance
in CBS' new approach to the entire market ing of records.
ln a leaflet accompanying
the disc, CBS claims to have re-thought
the entire chain of recording, manufacturing and packaging of records, starting
with the digital recording process, caref u lly converting th is tape to an analog

or excessively lingering. Selected ex.
cerpts follow each other in an unbroken
f low (one is not aware of any noticeable

effi

sensitivity for the

tragic pathos of the work. His deliciously
seductive treatment of the syncopated
rhythms is most fascinating.Maazel, on

the other hand, tends to play up

The second movement tell; ,dch of the
story, where Bernstein paces the opening
more deliberately than his earlier recording. While this shows of f the inner voices
of the orchestra, sight of the line of the
movement, with its needed rhythmic
pace and motion, is lost.
The lsrael Philharmonic responds
well. While it may not be the New York,
Chicago, or Berlin Philharmonic, it is a
fine group that delivers what Bernstein
wants. However, in an already crowded

,tl{r{
,,.t",!

"# \

versions provide a perfect contrast of
styles. Previn's treatment is joyful, light

Kurtz

elicits the appropriate fierceness of the
action. ln the more somber sections,
Kurtz'sensitivity to line and shape as
well as mood produces a delicately
woven web of int ricate orchest ral texture (especially evident in Romeo and

'

Or-

finished product. With this pr

brass and percussion are clean and well-

def ined, the bass is leaden and of ten un-

defined. ln the climaxes of the first and
fourth movements, the thunder tends to
obscure the other sections of the orchestra. ln the second movement, the
wood blocks are too close and out of

proportion to the rest of the orchestra. ln
short, while each of these matters is not
too serious by itself, they combine for a
not very distinctive overall sound picture

of this work.

For some reason, the sound of the
lsrael Philharmonic is very different here
than on the several London digitals
under Mehta. There, the sound is dry; the
Tel

Aviv is accentuated by the digital recording process. CBS'disc, offers a less

crystalline sound, as though it were recorded in a very large auditorium. The
comparative "honesty" of the London

sound is preferable.,. With it,

Prokof iev

would be better served.

As to the performance, Bernstein's
earlier Columbia disc with the New York
Ph ilharmon ic was better and more cogent. The present release offers more

Bernstein than Prokofiev. The earlier effort presented a fluent, powerful account
with less powerf u I climaxes but a clearer

account of the overall line of the work.
January lg?l

See

piano.

Finnadar SR 9028, $7.98.

ex-

tra printed material.
The sound is not that superior to
the best of the analog technology that
currently exists. While the highs of the

quality of the Mann Auditorium in

1.

RAVEL: Tzigane (Rapsodie de concert);
Sonate Post hume; Berceuse sur le nom d'e
Faur6; Sonata lor violin and piano.
Charles Libove, violin; Nina Lugovoy,

Bernstein: More deliberate this

that moment of truth is somew
than anticipated - despite all of the

stera.

A f ter a while, I gradually warmed to this

record despite two shortcomings that
prompted an initially negative response.
The first is acoustic.

It had

never struck me that

a

shower room might be a desirable recording location for a Ravel violin work,
but here it is, complete with echo. lt
must have been uncomfortable for the
performers, it being always so steamy

and all, and the

humid

ity must

play

havoc with intonation. But no doubt

about it, the old shower room rnust have

been the recording venue for the grotesque sounding Tzigane heard on this
record. There is no way to tell through all
the reverberation what the performance

actually sounds like. Luckily, the performers moved to another location for
the rest of the recordings on this disc.

So much nicer, too. Actually, it's all very
confusing. The liner notes state that the
Sonafe Pos thume was recorded at the

Church of the Holy Trinity, New york,
while the other three works were recorded

at

RCA studios. That's

sounds like.

not what

it

This appears to be the f irst recordil''g of the delightf ul Sonafe pos thume.

The sonata was written in 1Bg7 when
Ravel was 23, and it was probably performed at the Conservatoire by Georges
Enesco and the composer. However the
sonata was not heard again until its publication in 1975. The second shortcoming
of this record was that I expected a per.
39
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formance L ,{e Sonale Pos thume to
have a more beguiling violin tone and a

greater sense of the "tres doux" for
which the composer cails. At first, the
performance seemed to lack subtlty and
magic. The crescendo at measure 190,

cians and, excepting the Tzigane, this
proves to be a most attractive disc.

-

Payne

Qua train ll; Water Ways
aves.
Tashi; Barbara Allen, Nancy Allen, harps;

TAKEMITSU:
W

Richard Fitz, vibraphone; David Frost, vibraphone,
bass drum; Ronald Borror, Richard Chamberlain,
trombones; Robert Rouch, horn.
RCA ARL1.3483, $8.98.; cas. ARK1 -3483,
$8.98.

Wnat effect Peter Serkin's departure
rom Tashi will have on the celebrated

f

chamber music ensemble is hard to predict. The remaining members - clarinetist
Richard Stolzman, violinist lda Kafavian,
cellist Fred Sherry - will be joined by a
violist and violinist for concerts this
year. lf the response is positive, presumably Tashi will continue on in its slightly
amended form; if, however, the public
expects to see Serkin, the group might
ha'le a short existence.

ln the meantime, here is a new
'fashi recording (a few more yet to be
issued). Like allTashi efforts, particularly

in new music, this one is very much
worth hearing, for the quality of the
music and the commitment of the
pair of musi-

for example, starts too early so that

by

double stopping at that point as elegant
as it could be. And what is the authority
for taking the final e at a higher octave?
However, repeated listening led me to
appreciate the understated, sound musicianship of this duo - musicianship that
is much in evidence on the second side
of the disc.
The Berceuse is given a delightf ul
perf ormance as is the Son ata. The notes
to this record state that the sonata's

amous second movement

is

based

upon the'blues'. . . as convincing as any
tune by Gershwin". Wanda Wilkomirska
(Connoisseur CS 2038), gives a highly
chargecl, €ffiotional performance, that is
close to suggesting a blues background

filtered through "Summertime."

Here,

Libove and Lugovy play the movement

lightly, suggesting a

Debussyesque

'cakewa lk'.
Record ing in f ormat ion is g iven on
the sleeve, but the liner notes are neither

insightful nor literate. Litrove and
Lugovoy are a sensitive pair of musi-

40

Quatrain was written in two ver-

sions f or Tashi- one with orchestra,

the ff at un peu plus lent qu'au debut
there is nowhere left to go; nor is the

"f

perf orm ances.

one without. The orchestral version, recorded by Tashi and Ozawa for DG, is

still unreleased. The 16-and-a-half minute
long Quatrain // is a strikingly variegated
wash of instrumental color that moves
along in a kind of somnambulistic perambulation, except for several moments
of unexpected ardor; in sonority it is as
much akin to Messiaen and Debussy as

any work by a living composer. ln one
sense it is a series of events and episodes for the four instruments and combinations thereof; in another it's a haunting,timeless swath of sonoric free association. Hardly noticeable, untilone considers instrumentation, is that three instruments play true legato and one does

not. The piano has chords and fragments, not lines. lt seems to provide
nuggets of solidity amidst the swirl,
places f or the ear to home in on. But
Serkin has such a f ine touch, such an
artful way, that there's no overt notice of
the effect until the piece is over.
Water Ways was written in 1978

for Tashi, two harps and two vibraphones. Writes Michael Steinberg:

"There are no barlines, except on the
American Record Guide

)first and last pages, and even there they
consist only of discreetly delicate dotted

lines. With players taking their

cues

rom listening to each other - their psychological cue of how to play as well as
the technical cues that relate to when W ater Ways is chamber music in an
ideal f orm." That apparent ly means that
the players are given a course to follow,
but their velocity, their lines through the
curves, are uP to them. Odd as it may
f

sound, the way the eight instruments

work together is soothingly homogenous;
they may step out for solos, theY may
weave in and out of each others' tracks,

but they come back ultimatelY to

a

steady state.
Waves (1976) features clarinet,
horn, two trombones and bass drum and
makes a more powerf ul, coherent ef fect
than either of the other pieces. For clarinet mainly, with continuing interlocutions
from the brass and the occasional deep
rumbles of the drum, like subway trains

passing ominouslY beneath,

it is

haunting, disquieting work.

-

a

Martin

An Honorable Fia$co
TCHAIKOVSKY: The Enchantress.

Rimma Glushkova (Kurma); Lev Kuznetsov

(Yury); Loeg Ktenov (Prince Nikita); Liudmilla

Simonova (Princess); Evgeny Vladimirov (Mamirov);
Vladimir Makhov (Balakin); Andrei Sokolov (Paisy);
Pyotr Gluboky (Foka); Sergei Strukachev (Potap);
Galina Molodsova (Polya); Lev Bliseyev (Lucash);
Vladimir Matorin (Kichiga); Boris Dobrin (Zhuran);
Nina Derbina (Nenila); Victor Rybinsky (Kudma);
Moscow Badio Symphony Orchestra and Chorus;
Gennady Provatorov, conductor.
CBS Melodiya M4X 35182, 4 LPs, $38.98'

fchaikovsky based his ninth opera, The
tress (The Sorceress in some

Ench an

translations), on a five act drama by Hip'
polyt Shpazhinsky. The playwright him'
self undertook the preparation of the li'
bretto, reducing the work to f our acts
and cutting and simplifying the text, but
the resu lt pleased no one, neither Tchaikovsky, nor his brother Modest (an experienced librettist), nor the leading soprano, nor the St. Petersburg audience
at the premiere in "'1887. Tchaikovsky
called the work an "honorable f iasco."

t
I

af f ect ions u Pon her. The Pri" F, en'
raged by her husband's infidr , vows
to kill Kurma and persuades Yury to assist her, but he, in turn, becomes en'
chanted by Kurma. They plan to run away
together, but the Pri.ncess succeeds in
poisoning Kurma, and the Prince, in a

$

rage, kilis Yury. This is grand melodrima, and should make a f ine opera
plot, but Shpazhinsky's libretto is epi'

sodic and diffuse. One is not sure until
the third act whether Kurma is an "en'
chantress" as charged, or a victim of evil

gossip. (As it turns out, she is as inno-

cent as Minnie, Puccini's girl tavern'
keeper, though Kurma is no Girl of the
Golden East.)

For Pract ical Purposes, there are
too many villains in the piece. The Prince
is a tyrant and the Princess is a shrew'
Mamirov, the Prince's clerk, persecutes
Kurma relentlessly. Spies are everywhere'
A wicked wizard appears in the last act'

or no apparent purpose but to provide
the poison to kill Kurma. Yury is somef

thing of a mama's boy and does not yield

to Kurma's enchantment until near the
end of the third act. The ensuing love

scene is what attracted Tchaikovsky to
the work in the first place; he felt that
the dramatic portrayal of "the power of

love" would ennoble the story. ln the
original play, Kurrna was indeed a

woman of loose morals, but Tchaikovsky
was determined to emphasize her essen'

tial goodness. He succeeded too well;
Kurma is as seductive as the Young

Tatyana.
But the oPera as a whole makes a
powerf ul statement. Perhaps deliberately,
perhaps unconsciously, Tchaikovsky
painted a picture of lif e in 15th century
Russia that reflected contemporary (i.e.
1880's) society. From the scenes of simple
rural life * hunting, drinking, dancing emerge instances of religious fanaticism,
social injustices and the stirrings of po'
litical revolt. The secondary characters

are clearly etched, and even the choristers become more than anonymous
operatic peasants; t hey are all act ive

ln summary: Kurma, a Young
widow who runs a countrY inn, is accused of being an "enchantress" and
keeping a place of ill'repute. She is se-

participants in the ongoing social drama
hat g ives resonance to the personal
tragedy enacted. On one level of inter'
pretation, Kurma's supposed "enchant'
' ment" may be seen as symbolizing the
Russian longing to be f ree f rom tyranny.
ln the f irst act, she sings that in her com'

cretly in love with young Prince Yury, but
his father, the old Prince, is enchanted
by Kurma and Presses his unwelcome

priests and everything . . . To f ly as a free
bird to liberty, this the soul asks."

J

anuarY 1981

t

fortable inn "you will forget old men'

4t

